Vincent is a tabla player with over 5 years of experience studying in the guru-shishya parampara (master-disciple tradition) of the Banaras gharana (lineage), two of which were spent in India with his Guruji. He has played percussion for over 10 years and has performance experience in the United States and India in Hindustani classical music, jazz, and original music drawing from both traditions. Vincent also holds a Master's degree in Musicology and Ethnomusicology from King's College London, UK.

Rates: $20/half hour; $35/hour. Discounts available for more than one lesson per week. Beginning and intermediate students welcome. Lessons can be conducted in English, Hindi, and Urdu. Call, text, or email for more information.

Contact information:
KELLEYVINCENT@GMAIL.COM
267-787-3310